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FORECASTING THE MONEY MULTIPLIER IN
THE PHILIPPINES
Gilberto M. Llanto *
INTRODUCTION
The monetary authoritiescontrol the money stock or the equi-
valent of it, domestic liquidity, to be consistentwith a desiredlevel
of the inflation rate and to providea stablemonetary framework for
growth. In order to do this, the Central Bank targetsa specificvalue
of the money stock and works to achievethe targeted valuebycon-
trolling base money conditional on some projected value of the
money multiplier. ]
The Brunner-Meltzer money multiplier approach provides
monetary authorities with a theoretical framework for money stock
management and control. The characteristicequation in this frame-
work is
(1) M=mB
where: M = one of the possiblemoney stock definitions
B -- some measure of the base money. The Central Bank
commonly defines this as the bank reservesof deposit
money banks plus currency held by the nonbank pub-
lic. An expanded definition adds the reserve eligible
government securities held by banksas reserveassets.
m = the money multiplier
According to this formulation, the changes in the money stock
reflect changes in base money (sometimes referred to as "high-
powered money") and/or the money multiplier. The present study
focuses on the problem of predicting the money multiplier, it is
motivated by the fact that, if monetary authorities have a specific
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1. The CB has targeted based money ever since it agreed to perform an annual finan-
cial programming as asked by the IMF in the mid-1970s. At the heart of this exercise is the
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money stock target, M*, then knowledge of the value of the money
multiplier will enable the monetary authorities to correspondingly
adjustthe magnitudeof the basemoney.2
The study is organized into three sections. The first section
describesthe statistical model and the estimating technique to pre-
dict the money multiplier and the data base.The secondsection
discusses the results of the estimation while the last section discus-
sesthe forecast valuesof the money multiplier and providessome
concluding observationsand recommendations.
Box-Jenkins Techniques3
The statistical procedure used in this study is of the class of
Box.Jenkins time series models. To analyze time series data and
estimate their parameters, Box-Jenkins (1970) suggestthe use of
simple ARMA models. The stationary random processescan be
modeled as purely moving average (MA) or purely autoregressive
(AR) processes.A more general model is the autoregressiveinte-
grated moving averageprocess(ARIMA) which is the one we used
here.
If the original time seriesisxt, appropriate differencing yields
a covariant-stationary seriesYt
(2) Yt = (1 - L)dxt
where L is the lag operator, Lx t --xt. 1 For d= 1, we have
xt = Yt = xt _- xt-l- If Yt satisfies an ARMA processwith autore-
gressiveorderp and movingaverageorderq
(3) a(L)yt = b(L) Et
where a(L) and b (L) are polynomials in the lag operator L
and Et is the disturbance term, then the original time seriesx t
satisfiesan ARIMA (p,d,q)process
(4) a (L) (1 - L)dx t = b'(L) E t
The Box-Jenkins approach involves the following steps: (a)
identification; (b) estimation; (c) diagnostic checking; and (d) eva-
luation. Identification (or specification) involves tne determination
2, This assumesthat CB does not intend to change the reserve requirement ratio to
effect a change in money supply.
3, The useful reference here is Chow (1983), Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1981) offer a
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of whether the time series is stationary and of the order of the auto-
regressiveand movingaveragetermsrequired to capturethe behavior
of the stationary series.
After the stationary seriesisobtained, the autocorrelation and
partial autocorrelation values are computed in order to show the
significant autocorrelation and moving average properties of the
series.In the estimation stage, a tentative specification of the time
series model is made, i.e., once values of p, d, and q have been
chosenfor the AR IMA model
(5) a(L) (1 - L)dxt = b(L) Et
with a(L) = 1 - a1 L - a2 L2 -.. • , -ap Lp
andb(L) = 1 - b I L-b 2 L2 -... ,-bq Lq
estimatescan then be obtained for the p autoregressive parameters
al, . .., ap and q moving averageparametersbl, ........ bq. A
vector of autoregressive parameter values,a, and a vectorof moving
average parameter values, b, are chosen, and these minimize the
sum of squared differences between the actual time seriesx t and
the fitted time seriesxt.
Diagnosticcheckingisdone by examiningthe residuals
(6) Et = b-1 (L) a (L) (1 - L)dxt
to determine whether they are white noise. We would expect the
residuals.E t to be uncorrelated with each other and to be approxi-
mately random. This implies that the ARIMA model has been
correctly identified.
,, Data Base
Three different values of the money multiplier, m1, m2 and
m3, corresponding to three alternative definitions of the money
stock, M1, M2 and M3, in the Philippines are used.M1 refers to cur-
rency in circulation and demand deposits. M2 is equal to M1 plus
savingsand time deposits while M3 is composed of M2 plus deposit
substitutes. The three money multiplier values require only one dif-
ferencing to be stationary. The differenced values are Dml, Dm 2
and Dm3. Basemoney is defined as bank reserves of deposit money
banks plus currency held by the nonbank public plus reserve eli-
gible government securities held by banks. Monthly data for the186 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
period March 1974 to August 1987 are taken from the Depart-
ment of Economic Researchof the Central Bank.
Empirical Results
Only one differencing is required to make the three money
multiplier valuesmi, m2 and m3 stationary. The correlogram of
the differenced series, Dml, Dm2 and Din3, is shown in Figures
1, 2 and 3. The autocorrelation (ac) and partial autocorrelation
(pac) values of the three series show a similar pattern. After the
spike on one period lag, ac valuesdisplay an irregular oscillation,
with noticeable spikesonly occurring in the 12th and 13th lagsfor
Din1. For Din2 and Dm3 after the spikeon one period lag,acvalues
have noticeable spikes on the 12th and 24th lag. Thesespikes indi-
catea movingaveragepattern.
A very similar pattern of spikes is shown by the partial auto-
correlation values which indicate autoregressiveterms. This set of
information identifies the likely significant order of the autoregres-
sive and moving average terms of the time series. However, we be-
lieve that the empirical estimation should determine the ARIMA
processto use.
The estimation results are shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3. The t-
statistics show a significance of over 90 percent, indicating the
goodness-of-fit of our statistical models. The low R2 is due to the
fact that we are dealing with a differenced series rather than with
levelor absolute values.
ForDm 1 the estimated result is: ARIMA (1,1, 1)
(7) (1-0.2822L12)y t = -0.0039 + (1+0.4248L)Et
R2 = 0.227
For Dm2, the estimated result is: ARIMA (2, 1, 1)
(8) (1-0.3222L112 + 0.1606L213) Yt = 0.0002
+ (1 +0.1327 L) E t
R2 = 0.163
For Dm3, the estimated result is: ARIMA (2, 1, 1)
(9) (1 - 0.4237L112 +0.1512L213 Yt = 0.0074LLANTO:MONEYMULTIPLIER 187
Figure1
CORRELOGRAM OF DmI
Autocorrelations Partial autocorrelations ac pac
**** **** 1 -0.3776 -0.3776
* ** 2 -0.0625 -0.2392
* 3 0.1030 -0.0205
4 -0.0257 -0.0004
5 -0.0355 -0.0291
* * 6 0.0941 0.0767
* 7 -0.0812 -0,0218
* * 8 -0.0871 -0.1332
* 9 0.1329 0.0202
10 -0.0457 0.0029
* * 11 -0.1032 -0.1022
*** ** 12 0.2683 0.2102
** 13 -0.1699 0.0103
* * 14 0.0783 0.1108
15 -0.0180 -0.0177
16 -0,0242 -0.0300
* 17 -0.0364 -0,0594
* 18 0.0280 -0,0747
* * 19 0.0544 0.0853
* 20 -0.0671 0.0401
* 21 0.0563 0.0424
22 -0.0391 0.0025
23 0.0043 0.0008
* * 24 0_1391 0,0956






S.E.of correlations 7.312724E_2 Q-Stat. (30 lags) 69.82458188 JOURNALOFPHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
• Figure2
CORRELOGRAM OF Dm2
Autocorrelations Partial autocorrelations ac pac
** ** 1 -0,1896 -0.1896
* 2 -0.0293 -0.0677
3 0.0491 0.0316
* * 4 -0.0836 -0.0726
* 5 -0.0280 -0.0572
* 6 -0.0352 -0.0634
7 0,0201 0.0024
8 -0.0113 -0,0154
* * 9 0.1042 0.1011
10 -0.0347 -0.0061
* * 11 -0.0585 _-0.0622
*** *** 12 0.3379 0,3248
** * 13 -0.2055 -0,0810
14 0,0033 -0,0119
* * 15 -0.0816 -0.1303
16 -0.0475 -0.0400
_7 0.0238 0.0069
* * 18 -0.1241 -0.1420
* * 19 0.1120 0.0507
* * 20 0.0515 0.0645
* 21 -0,0473 -0.0981
* * 22 -0,0988 -0.1165
* 23 --0.0373 -0.0708
** ** 24 0.2144 0.1511
* 25 --0.1245 0.0346
* * 26 0.0895 0,0648
* 27 --0.0730 ±0.0039
28 0.0300 0,0262
* * 29 0.1166 0.1348
* 30 -0.1369 -0.0143
7
S.E. of correlations 7.312724E-02 Q-Stat. (30 lags) 71,47216LLANTO:MONEYMULTIPLIER 189
Figure3
CORRELOGRAM OF Dm3
Autocorm/ations Partial autocorrelations ac pac
** ** 1 -0.2091 -0.2091
* 2 -0.0049 -0.0508
3 0.0085 -0.0034
4 -0.0453 -0,0465




* * 9 0.0649 0.0836
10 -0.0203 0.0119
* * 11 -0.0893 -0.089"6
**** **** 12 0.4419 0,4340
** * 13 -0.2314 -0.0700
14 0.0161 -0.0188
* * 15 -0.0978 -0.1339
16 -0.0180 -0.0284
17 0.0256 0.0016
* * 18 -0.1016 -0.1226
* * 19 0.1162 0.0595
* * 20 0.0685 0.0801
* * 21 -0.0770 -0.1256
* * 22 -0.0860 -0,1126
* * 23 -0,0882 -0.0890
*** ** 24 0.3307 0.2053
* * 25 --0.1275 0.1054
26 0.0493 0.0309
* 27 -0.0835 0.0007
28 0,0308 0,0136
* * 29 0.0999 0.1472
** 30 --0.1516 -0,0442
S.E. of correlations7.312724E-02 Q-Stat. (30 lags) 100.8607 .V"190 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
Table 1
$MPL 1974.02 - 1987.08
163 Observations
LS // Dependent Variable isDml
Convergenceachieved after four iterations
Variable Coefficient Std. error T-Stat. 2-Tail Sig.
C -0.0038580 0.0056490 -0.6829563 0,495
MA (1) -0.4248252 0.0794470 -5.3472789 0.000
AR (12) 0.2821644 0.0669376 4.2153369 0.000
R-squared 0.227203 Mean of dependent var -0.003743
Adjusted R-squared 0.217543 S.D, of dependent var 0.058526
S.E. of regression 0.051770 Sum of squared resid 0.428817
Durbin-Watson stat. 1.986780 Log likelihood 252.8617
Table 2
SMPL 1974.03 - 1987.08
162 Observations
LS // Dependent Variable isDm2
Convergence achieved after 3 iterations
Variable Coefficient Std. Error T-Stat. 2-Tail $ig.
C 0.0002402 0,0157929 0,0152083 0,988
MA (1) -0,1327522 0,0797844 -1.6638865 0,096
AR (12) 0.3221935 0.0742455 4,3395690 0,000
AR (13) -0,1606049 0.0742462 -2.1631393 0.031
R-squared 0.163726 Mean of dependent var 0.000686
Adjusted R:squared 0.147847 S.D. of dependent var 0.182536
S.E. of regression 0.168503 Sum of squared resid 4.486128
Durbin-Watson stat 1.993612 Log likelihood 60.64707LLANTO:MONEYMULTIPLIER 191
Table3




Variable Coefficient Std, Error T-Stat. 2-TailSig.
C -0.0073887 0.0226698 -0.3259265 0.744
MA (1) -0.1363797 0.0796989 -1.7111879 0,087
AR (12) 0.4237528 0.0705614 6.0064476 0.000
AR (13) -0.1511768 0.0705648 -2.1423808 0,032
R-squared 0.245460 Meanof dependentvar -0.004717
AdjustedR-squared 0,231134 S.D. of dependentvar 0.238928
S.E. of regression 0,209504 Sumof squared resid 6.934933




Yr. month MM1 FMM1 MM2 FMM2 MM3 FMM3
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
87.09 0371365 0.891191 2.814798 2,944540 2.877415 2.995259
87.10 0.927146 0.891946 2.865241 2.948103 2.939921 2.990093
87.11 0.950941 0.878788 2.906476 2.895475 2.975732 2.913961
87.12 0.916067 0.884968 2.736871 2.870991 2.800276 2.829984
88.01 0.910870 0.856769 2.621001 2.842578 2.691147 2.780574
88.02 0.917290 0.875438 2,925320 2.972942 2,994435 2,950189
88.03 0.957994 0.873782 2.990364 2.904552 3.053085 2.872435
88.04 0,943322 0.897177 2.943905 2.946662 2.992897 2.904163
88.05 0.950070 0.878025 3.006534 2.877622 3,063999 2.820742
88.06 0.936784 0,869446 3.123186 2.910074 3.186205 2.844162
88,07 0.930594 0.870992 3.034961 2.919286 3.093916 2,852598
88.08 0.946270 0.882783 3.141439 2.968880 3.183106 2.913524
R$M%E 0.060635 0.038165 0.057487192 JOURNAL OF PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
+ (1 + 0.1364 L) Et'
R2 = 0.245
Diagnostic checking is done by constructing a correlogrem of
the residuals obtained from the estimated models. These are shown
in Figures 4, 5 and 6. The Box-Pierce Q-statistics for 30 lagsare
14.48 for Din1, 16.26 for Dm 2 and 19.01 _or Dm3. Chi-square
valuesat the 95 percent significance level for 27 and 28 degreesof
freedom are 40.3 and 40.1, respectively. These statisticsimply that
the residualsarewhite noiseand therefore uncorrelated.
We use another test to determine whether the residuals are
white noise. This test utilizes the distribution property of the auto-
correlation values of the residuals.They are known to be normally
distributed, with mean zeroand variance1/_- where N isthe num-
ber of sample observations. It involves checking if the individual
autocorrelation values of the residualsare within two or three stand-
ard deviations away from their means of zero. If several of these
values are largerthan 2/%/'_,, then the model may be misspecified.
With 163 observations, two standarddeviations from the mean give
a normal deviate value of 0.157 (in absolute value). None of the esti-
mated ac valuesof the residualsexceedsthis value. With thesediag-
nostic tests, we conclude that the estimated modelshave captured
most of the significant autoregressive and movingaverageproperties
of the differenced series. 4
Forecast Valuesand Some Concluding Observations
This section reports the forecasting ability of the estimated
models. Data for the multiplier valuesare available from January
1973 to August 1988. We limit the estimation up to August 1987
so that the remaining 12 observationscan be used for forecast
evaluation. Table 4 presentsthe actual and forecasted values of
DrnI, Dm2 and Dm3 for the period September 1987 - August
1988. it also showsthe computed root mean squarepercent error
RMSE. The RMSE values are well below 10 percentage points:
6 percentfor Dm 1, 33 percent for Drn2 and 5.7 percent for Dm3,
indicatingthe acceptability of our forecast. Our ex ante forecastfor
the three measuresof the money multiplier for September 1988-
December1989 isgivenin Table 5.
4. The problemwith usinga Box-Jenklns techniquealoneis that it failsto identify
whetherit isthe behaviorof the CB, banks,or the publicthat haschanged and caused the
moneymultiplierto change.Theremay alsobestructuralchanges whichare notaccounted
for.LLANTO:MONEYMULTIPLIER 193
Figure4
CORRELOGRAM OF RESIDUALS FOR Dm1




* * 4 0.0596 0.0594
* * 5 0.0572 0.0574
6 --0.0491 --0.0478
* * 7 --0,1128 --0.1129




* * 12 --0.0729 --0.0577
* 13 --0.0427 --0.0525
* * 14 0.0922 0.0729




* * 19 0.1250 0-1131
20 --0,0181 --0.0166




* * 25 --0.1069 --0.1132





S.E. of correlations 7_}32605E-02 Q-Stat. (30 lags) 14.47554194 JOURNALOFPHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
Figure6
• CORRELOGRAM OF RESIDUALS FOR Dm2




* * 4 -0,0804 -0.0807









* 14 -0.0563 -0.0461
* * 15 -0.1222 -0.1205
16 -0.0244 -0,0348
17 -0.0323 -0.0468
* * 18 -0.1018 -0.1235
* * 19 0.1201 0.0912
20 0.0319 0.0110
* * 21 -0.0543 -0.0535
* * 22 -0.0898 -0.1064
23 -0.0048 0.0116




* * 28 0.0841 0.0907
* * 29 0.1039 0,1174
30 -0.0244 -0.0314
S.E. ofcorrelations 7.856742E_2 Q-Stat. (30lags) 16.26155LLANTO:MONEYMULTIPLIER 195
Figure6
CORRELOGRAM OF RESIDUALS FOR Dm3




* * 4 -0.0727 -0.0731




* * 9 0.0969 0,0917
10 0.0246 0,0301
* 11 0.0461 0.0591
* * 12 -0.0590 -0.0521
13 -0.0450 -0.0301
14 -0.0402 -0.0322
* * 15 -0.1388 -0.1456
16 -0.0175 -0.0345
* 17 --0.0360 -0.0689
* * 18 -0.0528 -0.0796
* * 19 0.1195 0,0964
20 0.0482 0.0309
* * 21 -0.0728 -0.0505
* * 22 -0.1066 -0.0997
23 -0.0251 0.0045
* * 24 0.0807 0.1394
* * 25 0.0610 0.0708
26 -0.0015 -0.0009
* * 27 -0.0588 --0.0760
* * 28 0.0920 0.0936
* * 29 0.0798 0.1018
* 30 -0.0192 -0.0516
S.E. of correlations 7.856742E-02 Q-Stat. (30 lags) 19.01073196 JOURNAL OFPHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT
Table5
EX-ANTE FORECAST
Yr. month FMM1 FMM2 FMM3
88.09 0.933968 3.098929 3.125163
•88_10 0.931412 3.107806 3.127211
88.11 0.924930 3.090479 3.090356
88.12 0.923904 3.091244 3_)60906
89.01 0.913178 3.086223 3.047289
89.02 0.915676 3.132700 3.121259
89D3 0,912440 3,090364 3.057294
89.04 0.916272 3,114972 3.077119
89.05 0.908098 3.086166 3.031598
89.06 0.902908 3.107911 3.048759
89.07 0:900575 3.105869 3.043419
89.08 0.901133 3.120570 3.062586
89.09 0.894892 3,099110 3,023447
89.10 0.891402 3.108999 3,027700
89.11 0.886803 3.102192 3.006398
89.12 0.883744 3.105423 2.994115
Our ARIMA model forecasts multiplier values whose RMSE
are less than 10 percent and appears to capture underlying trends.
It predicts turning points for Drn I but fails to predict the same for
Drn2 and Drn 3. It is observed that ARIMA models are best suited
to short-term forecasting and may not reproduce turning points
(Pindyck and Rubinfeld 1983).
To be able to predict turning points we may have to build
and specify a structural econometric model which • may be com-
bined with a time series model to improve forecasting power. In this
respect, we may have a transfer function model such as
(10) Yt=ao+alxlt+a2x2t+ ¢-1 (L) e(L)n t
where n t is a normally distributed error term which may have a dif-
ferent variance from Et, may be specified.LLANTO: MONEY MULTIPLIER 197
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